
STARTER DECK  -Dragon of Courage- [ST15]
№ Name Ｑ Ａ

ST15-01 Koromon
1 If I attack my opponent using a

Digimon with this card in its
digivolution cards and my
opponent blocks, does this card's
inherited effect activate?

Yes. Blocking causes the attack
target to be switched, so the effect
activates.

2 Does this cardʼs inherited effect
activate when an attack target is
switched for a Digimon other than
a Digimon with this card in its
digivolution cards?

Yes, it activates.

ST15-02 Agumon
1 Does this card's effect activate

even when my opponent only has
a Digimon in their breeding area?

No, Digimon in breeding areas
aren't checked by this effect.

2 If I attack my opponent using a
Digimon with this card in its
digivolution cards and my
opponent blocks, does this card's
inherited effect activate?

Yes. Blocking causes the attack
target to be switched, so the effect
activates.

3 Does this cardʼs inherited effect
activate when an attack target is
switched for a Digimon other than
a Digimon with this card in its
digivolution cards?

Yes, it activates.

ST15-05 ToyAgumon
1 This Digimon attacked the

opponent player and was blocked
by an opponent's Digimon. Does
this Digimon's effect activate in
such cases?

Yes. Even if this Digimon is
blocked, the effect activates if you
declared an attack against your
opponent.

ST15-08 Greymon
1 Can I use this cardʼs effect to play

a Digimon with [Agumon] in its
name such as [Agumon Expert] or
[BushiAgumon]?

No, you can't.
In order to play an [Agumon], the
Digimon card's name can only be
[Agumon].

2 If I attack my opponent using a
Digimon with this card in its
digivolution cards and my
opponent blocks, does this card's
inherited effect activate?

Yes. Blocking causes the attack
target to be switched, so the effect
activates.

3 Does this cardʼs inherited effect
activate when an attack target is
switched for a Digimon other than
a Digimon with this card in its
digivolution cards?

Yes, it activates.

ST15-12 WarGreymon ACE
1 Does this card's [All Turns] effect

activate when a Digimon other
than this Digimon removes a card
from either player's security stack?

Yes, it activates.



ST15-14 Tai Kamiya

1

If I attack my opponent with this
Digimon and they block, does this
card's effect activate?

Yes. Blocking causes the attack
target to be switched, so the effect
activates.

ST15-15 Breakthrough of Courage

1

When my Digimon with [Greymon]
in its name isn't affected by my
opponent's Digimon's effects from
this card's [Main] effect, can it be
blocked by an opponent's
Digimon?

Yes, it can be blocked.
<Blocker> is an effect that allows
the Digimon with the effect to
block, so it isn't affected by "isn't
affected by the effects of your
opponent's Digimon" effects.

ST15-16 Trident Arm

1

Can I choose an opponent's
Digimon with a "this Digimon can't
attack" effect as the target for
"[Start of Your Main Phase] Attack
with this Digimon" when I activate
this card's [Main] effect?

Yes, you can.
However, in such cases, the attack
isn't performed due to the "this
Digimon can't attack" effect.

2

What happens if this card's effect
activates twice and 2 of my
opponent's Digimon gain the
"[Start of Your Main Phase] Attack
with this Digimon" effect?

At the start of your opponent's
main phase, the effects gained
from this card's effect are
triggered at the same time, and
your opponent determines which
one activates first. After effects
such as [When Attacking] have
activated, and before the counter
timing occurs, it is time to activate
the effect of the 2nd Digimon that
was pending activation. However,
since the 1st Digimon is already
attacking, the effect ends without
an attack made.
As a result, only the Digimon
whose effect was activated first
can attack.

3

Can I choose an opponent's
Digimon with an "[Opponentʼs
Turn] This Digimon isn't affected
by your opponentʼs effects" effect
as the target for "[Start of Your
Main Phase] Attack with this
Digimon" when I activate this
card's [Main] effect?

Yes, you can.
In such cases, as soon as it
becomes your opponent's turn, the
target opposing Digimon loses the
"this Digimon isn't affected by
your opponentʼs effects" effect,
and the attack occurs at the start
of the main phase by this card's
effect.

STARTER DECK  -Wolf of Friendship- [ST16]
№ Name Ｑ Ａ

ST16-03 Gabumon

1

Does this card's effect activate
even when my opponent only has
a Digimon in their breeding area?

No, Digimon in breeding areas
aren't checked by this effect.



ST16-05 Gotsumon

1

This Digimon attacked the
opponent player and was blocked
by an opponent's Digimon. Does
this Digimon's effect activate in
such cases?

No. Even if this Digimon is
blocked, the effect doesn't activate
if you declared an attack against
your opponent.

ST16-08 Garurumon

1

Can I use this cardʼs effect to play
a Digimon with [Gabumon] in its
name such as [Gabumon - Bond of
Friendship] or [Gabumon (X
Antibody)]?

No, you can't. In order to play an
[Gabumon], the Digimon card's
name can only be [Gabumon].

ST16-15 Lament of Friendship

1

I used this card's [Main] effect to
to give 1 of my Digimon with
[Garurumon] in its name "[On
Deletion] Play this card without
paying the cost." What happens to
the effect if the target Digimon
later becomes a Digimon without
[Garururmon] in its name by
digivolving or <De-Digivolve>?

Even if the Digimon becomes a
Digimon without [Garurumon] in
its name, as long as the conditions
were met at the time of activation
for this card's effect, the effect will
persist until the end of your
opponent's turn.


